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Introduction

With in Etho logy, spec ies-spec i f ic behavio r has long been a primary

concern, but it is not obvious how the human ethologist should limit his list of

interesting behaviors in Homo sapience, this cultural and verbal animal that

constantly creates and transmits (copies) all kinds of new behavior between

individuals and generations mostly non-genetically. In any case, another

characteristic of ethology is the direct observation and analysis of behavior

so the ethologist must be able to analyze any behavior whether it be mother-

infant interaction or more recent and culture related behavior such as space-

walks, Internet browsing or football matches.

The ethologist stil l lacks a "behavior-scope", i.e. some tool equivalent to

the microbiologist’s microscope or the astronomer’s telescope, but research

and development such as the present works in that direction: towards the

creation of better models, methods and (software-) tools for more in-depth

analysis of complex streams of behavior whether in natural or experimental

settings.

The following basic viewpoints or believes have formed the background of

this development:

• The discovery of hidden repeated patterns in behavior is of considerable

theoretical and practical importance.

• Behavior is more structured than can be fully detected through unaided

observation or with the help of previously available data analysis methods.

• The discovery of hidden structure in behavior requires new mathematically

defined pattern types allowing the development of corresponding "artificial"

means of detection.

This paper mostly covers the essentials of previous papers where more

detail and formal definitions can be found (Magnusson, 1989, 1996, 2000).

Research applying this methodology has been published elsewhere (notably,

Blanchet & Magnusson, 1988; Beaudichon et al. , 1991; Grammer et al .,

1998; Lyon et al., 1994; Montagner et al., 1990; Magnusson & Beaudichon,

1997; Sigurdsson, 2000; Willemsen-Swinkels et al., 2000b). A number of

doc to ra l these s h ave a lso used th i s m etho do logy (Be nsa lah , 199 2;

Casagrande, 1995; Feron, 1992; Filiatre, 1986; Plety, 1985; Schwab, 2000;

Sèvre-Rousseau, 1999; Tardif, 1996). Abstracts and posters may also be

found on the World Wide Web (Duncan, 1998; Jonsson, 1998, 2000a, 2000b;

Magnusson, 2000a, 2000b; Schwab, 1999; Wi llemsen-Swinkels et al . ,

2000a).
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Patterns

Behavior
as repeated
temporal
patterns

Considering behavior as repeated patterns is not new, but rather a tradi-

tional viewpoint within much of behavioral science and is in good accordance

with a general view of biological phenomena as expressed by one of the

discoverers of the structure of the DNA molecule: "Another key feature of

biology is the existence of many identical examples of complex structures."

(Francis Crick, 1988, p. 38).

The number of mathematically possible pattern types is infinite so the

behavioral scientist must obviously look to areas other than mathematics for

suggest ions regarding repeated patterns of possible interest and many

branches of the behavioral sciences provide such suggestions.

For centuries linguists have thus focused on the recording, transcription

(coding) and analysis of the repeated hierarchically organized patterns of

verbal behavior, where phonemes combine to form words that again form

sentences and phrases and even much longer standard verbal patterns such

as, for example, poems, psalms and a multitude of sacred and secular texts,

standard verbal rules and proverbs.

Ethology, concerned with the detection and analysis of repeated hierar-

chical patterns has sometimes been called the linguistics of animal behavior

whereby, apparently, human ethology becomes a kind of bio-linguistics of all

human behavior.

Aga in , the behavior is t s tud ies repeated real - t ime cont ingenc ies o f

behavio ra l and environmental events focus ing on func t iona l re lat ions

between st imul i and responses (behavio rs), which frequent ly lead to

repeated temporal patterns such as in the case of inter-individual stimulus

control ; fo r example, "Pass me the butter, please" fol lowed short ly by

someone passing the butter; while the verbal request could typically be made

nonverbally with the same effect (see, for example, Skinner, 1969).

Within anthropology, sociology, social psychology and ethnology repeated

hierarchical verbal and nonverbal behavior patterns such as scripts, plans,

routines, strategies, rituals, ceremonies, etc., have long been considered

important elements in behavioral systems. More recently there has been

much interest in dynamic (temporal) pat terns and their emergence (for

example, Ho l land, 1998; Kelso , 1997; Watt , 1996). The importance of

repeated tem pora l pa t te rns in beha v io r thus cont inu es to be wide ly

accepted.

Behavior and
hidden patterns

Behavior being more structured than can be seen or heard directly by

unaided observers is a widely accepted viewpoint as clearly expressed in the

opening words of Eibl-Eibesfeldt’s book Ethology: The Biology of Behavior:

"Behavior consists of patterns in time. Investigations of behavior deal with

sequences that, in contrast to bodily characteristics, are not always visible."

(Eibl-Eibesfeldt, 1970, p. 1; emphasis added).
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This prob lem has consequent ly ca l l ed for the use of var ious other

(artificial) means to detect hidden structure in behavior and the most readily

avai lable are the standard data analyses methods found in s ta t ist ical

packages. But, unfortunately, the vast major ity of these methods were

deve loped for the analysis of phenomena that have l it t le or nothing in

common with dynamic streams of behavior where complex real-time relations

are often of essential importance and the effect and "meaning" of behavioral

events is continuously very sensitive in a complex way to context in time

(relative timing, history). This puts difficult demands on analytical methods

and actua l ly on any scien t i f ic approach to the phenomenon (see, fo r

example, Juarrero, 1999). The behavioral scientist that wants to discover

hidden structure in complex streams of behavior thus often has to work with

inadequate tools implying a seriously oversimplified view of the phenomenon.

This leads again to questions about the kinds of hidden structure that may

exist in behavior and can be characterized mathematical ly to al low the

development of automatic (artificial) detection algorithms.

Towards
a new pattern
type

A few structural character ist ics shared by many every-day behavioral

patterns of greatly variable duration and content served as the basis for the

proposed pattern type, called a T-pattern. Some examples of such every-day

patterns are:

– "How do you do? " (verbal, involving only one actor; non causal).

– "How do you do? Very well, thank you." (Verbal and involving more than

one actor; causal relation between sub-patterns).

– "Pass me the sa l t , please, Jack." Jack passes the sal t . (Verbal and

nonverbal, interactive).

– If… then… else (a "frame" with slots that may be filled in various ways).

– Dinner: sit down, take an entrée, then main course, then dessert, then

coffee, and then stand up. (Also a "frame" with slots that may be filled with

various verbal and non-verbal events).

– Rituals, ceremonies, routines, poems, hospital operations, conferences,

and melodies are other examples of such verbal and nonverbal patterns

that are typically "frames" with ample space for variations.

Structural aspects that such patterns have in common have been included

in the T-pattern definition. These are, in informal terms that the behavioral

components occur in the same order and with similar distances between

them at each occurrence of the pattern, while the structure is hierarchical

and scale-independent.

Consequent ly, a T-pattern is in essence a particular set of behavioral

components recurring on a single dimension (here time) in the same order

and with scale-independent "significantly similar distances" between them.

The T-pattern is hierarchical in that each component may itself be a T-pattern

(see Magnusson, 2000, for details and formal definitions). Special search

algor ithms and software have been developed for the detection of this

pattern type.
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Figure 1a:

Figure 1b:

At least two reasons thus suggest that T-patterns may be relevant targets
when trying to understand the structure of behavioral streams, i.e. they are:

– common across highly varied time scales and behavior;

– easily missed by unaided observers and standard analysis methods.

The simple reason why T-patterns are easily overlooked by standard statis-
tical methods (see, for example, Colgan, 1978; Monge & Cappella, 1980;
Scherer & Ekman, 1982; Keren & Lewis, 1993a, 1993b) and even specialized
behavior analysis software (Bakeman & Quera, 1995; Noldus, 1991) is that
they were made for different types of analysis.

Patterns vs
events as causes
and effects

Within intra-individual patterns like, for example, "Very well, thank you" or
"How do you do?" a word is not considered the cause of any other word
following it.

On the other hand, in inter-individual patterns like: "How do you do? Very
well, thank you" a preceding part, here "How do you do?", may be seen as a
likely cause of the later part: "Very well, thank you" that is performed by a
different individual. It should be especially noted that here a whole pattern
"How do you do?" causes the occurrence of another whole pattern, that is,
"Very well, thank you".

This simple illustrative
data includes

repeated occurrences
of highly regular T-patterns

that are stil l hard to see
as illustrated in figure 1b.

Exemple d’une succession
d’évènements

(a, b, c d et k) dans
laquelle les T-patterns
ne sont pas facilement

visibles.

The T-patterns
in figure 1a become

obvious when
the occurrences of K

are left out.

Les T-patterns deviennent
visibles après retrait
des occurrences de

l’évènement k.
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There is no such causal relation between any parts of each pattern such as
"do" uttered by one individual and "very" uttered by another. The interaction
is thus often in terms of patterns parts of which occurr ing alone be ing
meaningless (having no specific effect). The detection of causal relations
may thus depend on prior detection of non-causal patterns and it is of consi-
derable importance here is that the causal and non-causal and intra- and
inter-individual cases all correspond to the T-pattern definition and can thus
be detected by the same algorithm.

Method
The general usefulness of new pattern types in behavior analysis must be

tested through a search for non-obvious or hidden patterning in various kinds
of behavior. This section describes in essence the type of data and detection
algorithm illustrated through the analysis of five-year-old children’s dyadic
object-play.

The data:
behavior as
series of events

Behavior is traditionally coded in terms of occurrences of particular types of
events, typically an actor’s beginning (or possibly ending) some particular type of
behavior (category, item) and in real-time behavior records the time of its occur-
rence is also noted. Following this tradition, an actor’s beginning or ending of
some particular behavior, for example, Sue begins to smile (noted: sue,b,smile)
is here called an event-type and its occurrences form a series of time points
(also called point processes, see Daley & Vere-Jones, 1988). The coding of
many event-types thus results in a behavior record that is a set of such series or
a multivariate point process, which is the kind of data all T-pattern definitions
exclusively refer to and is assumed below. The different event-types may be
behavioral, physiological or environmental in any combination.

Such real-time based data may be collected in various ways. For example,
T h e O b s e r v e r s o f t w a r e f r o m N o l d u s I n f o r m a t i o n Te c h n o l o g y
(www.noldus.com) facilitates the coding of video records. Noldus also distri-
butes Theme, which is developped by PatternVision Ltd (www.patte rn-
vis ion.com ) in col labora t ion with the author and the Human Behavior
Laboratory, University of Iceland (www.hi.is/~msm). Theme, the T-pattern
detection and analysis program, can access data from The Observer directly
as well as from various standard f ile formats, but t ransforming existing
behavior records into such formats is usually fair ly easy. Tables 1 and 2
below indicate the simple relationship between a chronological event record
and a set of event occurrence series, which is the essential type of input to
T-pattern detection with Theme.

Table 1: This table shows a chronological record Table 2: Sorting table 1 by event and then by time
of occurrences of event-types a, b and c. gives, respectively, the occurrences series
Ordre chronologique d’apparition des of a, b and c.
évènements-types a, b et c. Présentation des séries chronologiques

d’évènements-types a, b et c.

Time Event Times Event

5 a 5 a

9 c 32 a

32 a 214 a

127 c 355 a

158 b 158 b

214 a 319 b

287 c 9 c

319 b 127 c

355 a 287 c
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Detection
algorithm
essentials

The T-pattern detection algorithm involves a few steps and much more
detail can be found elsewhere (Magnusson, 2000). It begins by comparing
each of the initial event series (A) with each of the others (B) searching for a
special relationship, called a critical interval. When found it means that A and
B are a T-pattern which may again be a part of the same larger T-pattern.
Their critically related occurrences are considered as a series of T-pattern
occurrences, which are then added to the data and treated much as the initial
series. As the occurrence series of all event-types and all detected patterns
are eventually compared, various patterns, and patterns of patterns may be
formed. However, since the same patterns may be detected in many different
ways, all newly detected patterns are compared with those already found
dropping those that are simply parts of already detected patterns. In this way
patte rns grow and compete for comple teness such tha t on ly the most
complete survive and thus constitute the result of the pattern search.

Analysis and
consultation
of detected
patterns

After typical ly hundreds of patterns of various lengths and behavioral
content have been detected they can be analyzed interactively in many ways
with the help of the Theme software. It is thus possible to select patterns
including part icular behaviors from part icu lar actors occurring within a
pattern; even the order in which they occur (given, of course, that any such
patterns were found). In this way specific hypotheses can be tested about
relations between the different types of coded events, any number of which
may be behavioral and/or environmental and/or physiological . The f irst
hypothesis being that at least some of the implicated event-types sometimes
occur together as T-patterns.

Discovering
effects
of dependent
variables

The information in detected patterns is also be used to discover effects of
independent var iable(s) on dependent var iables such as the number of
patterns detected, the average or maximum number of event-types or indivi-
duals involved in them, etc. Effects have thus been found when considering
on ly the frequencies o f the d i rec t l y coded events ( fo r examples see
www.hi.is/~msm/poster_msm2000.htm).

Results

The results presented here illustrate only a few aspects of the type of data
and results that may be obtained through T-pattern detection with the Theme
software.

Figure 2 thus shows a behavior record of the type defined above that was
created through the coding (with Theme-Coder) of a digitized video recording
of a 13:30 min object-play between two five year old children who were
taking turns playing with a picture viewer. A transparent plastic screen
separates the children with an opening at the bottom (floor) through which
they can exchange the viewer.

Figure 3 shows one of the t-patterns detected within this data. I t was
selected from all the detected patterns to get some information about the
place of the behavior "head t il t" wi thin the interaction. This four-t imes-
repeated pattern includes four out of the five occurrences of this behavior.
The tight temporal integration of the behavioral stream appears clearly in this
pattern, where the occurrences of the head-tilt behavior in child Y are syste-
matically integrated within the whole behavioral stream — there is obviously
nothing random about its time location.
Magnus S. Magnusson



Figure 2:

Figure 3:

Figure 4 only underlines the presence of a deep and shared underlying
temporal structure in this 13:30 min interaction as the four occurrences of
this pattern covers nearly 100% of the interaction time. The children were
free to stop playing when they wanted and it can be seen that the last occur-
rence of the pattern is slower that the previous ones and when it has been
completed the children stop playing and leave spontaneously.

This figure shows a
behavior record containing

the occurrence times of
81 different event-types

coded from
13:30 min of dyadic
interaction between

5-year-olds playing with
a single object. Time is in

video frames, i.e., here,
1/15 s. Arbitrarily, the

81 event-type occurrence
series are ordered by
their first occurrences

time point.

Temps d’occurrence de
81 évènements-types dans
une séquence d’interaction

entre 2 enfants de 5 ans
jouant avec un objet.

La séquence d’une durée
totale de 13 mn 30 est

analysée au 1/15e de
secondes. De façon

arbitraire, les évènements-
types sont ordonnés

à partir de leur première
occurrence.

A detected T-pattern
including four out of five

of the head tilts performed
by child Y during

13:30 min of dyadic object
play. Time is in video

frames, i.e. 1/15 s.

Dans la séquence
d’interactions présentée

figure 2, un T-pattern
inclut 4 des

5 mouvements de tête
présentés par l’enfant Y.
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Figure 4:

The event-type defini tions are based on an existing list of ethological
categor ies in children’s behavior (McGrew, 1972). The event-types that
actually occur in the two pattern examples in figures 3 and 4 follow are
defined using the following elements: the two children are called X and Y. The
beginning vs ending of behavior is indicated by B vs E. The behavioral
categor ies in the patte rns fol low. Havev iewer: has the pictu re viewer;
View,long: looks into the viewer for more than 3 seconds; Immobile: the actor
is totally immobile (no body part moves); Glance at partner: glances at her
partner; HeadTilt: titlts head to one side; Manipulate,viewer: manipulates the
viewer; Automanipulate: f idd les with something without look ing at i t ;
Look,at,picturecard: looks at a picture card (one that is not in the viewer).
X,B,HAVEVIEWER thus means actor X begins having the viewer (on his side).

Discussion

Together the T-pattern and its derived types (see Magnusson, 2000) form
an in tegra ted s ys te m th at a l l ow s incr eas ing ly d ee per an a ly s i s an d
description of behavior and interactions as real-time processes. New terms
have been added such as the t-marker of a T-pattern, which is a component
of that T-pattern, which occurs nearly exclusively as such. Its occurrence
th us in d ic a tes th a t t he pa t te rn i s p ro ba b ly o n go in g (M ag nu s so n &
Beaudichon, 1997). The positive T-associate of a T-pattern is behavior that is

This figure shows a
T-pattern of 20 event-types

(note, however, that the
first and last event-type,

1 and 20, are here the
same), which occurs four

times and covers
practically the whole

interaction. The top-left
box shows its 20 event-

types in order of
occurrences within the

pattern (1 to 20) while a
binary clustering tree
shows how they were

connected level-by-level.
The raw occurrence point

series of each of the 20
event-types is shown

immediately to its right in
the top-right box,

indicating the binary
connection of pattern

branches where the
simplest are event-types.
The lower box shows the
real-time occurrences of

the full pattern and is a
dynamic version of the top-

left box (leaving out the
labels) showing both the

hierarchical and real-time
structure of the pattern.

See event-type definitions

Séquence d’interaction entre 2 enfants X et Y avec un T-pattern de 20 évènement-types qui
surviennent 4 fois. Le cadre supérieur gauche présente l’ordre d’occurrence de

20 évènements comportementaux (de 01 à 20) avec un arbre de classification binaire
qui montre leurs interconnexions. Le cadre supérieur droit présente les occurrences des

20 évènements en fonction du temps (voir légende figure 2) et les 4 T-patterns.
Le cadre inférieur présente les occurrences en temps réel du pattern complet avec

sa structure hiérarchique. Voir la définition des évènements-types dans le texte.
Magnus S. Magnusson



not a part of that T-pattern but occurs significantly more often during or just
before or after its occurrences than expected by chance while the negative T-
associate occurs significantly less. The attraction/repulsion zones of a T-
pattern are the time intervals within which its associates occur significantly
more (or less) than chance expectation. The T-packet is a T-pattern with its
positive and/or negative associates and the corresponding attraction and/or
repulsion zones. T-dri fters are event- types that do not occur as parts of
patterns nor fit into any of the other categories. The "T-system" is being
gradual ly extended (see www.hi . is/~msm/behavior.html). Ana lysis and
comparisons of patterns once they have been detected can be carried out on
the basis of various linguistic and genetic sequence comparison concepts
and algorithms (see, for example, Sankoff and Kruskal, 1999).

The usefulness of the T-system (or T- language) depends on the the
continued development of the Theme software for pattern detection, selection
and analysis including special graphics. This software development is now in
the hands of www.patternvision.com; while special ized development for
sports research is carried out by www.sportscope.is and the possible develo-
pment of a specialized version of Theme for DNA and protein analysis is in
preparation in collaboration with www.decode.com (deCODE Genetics Inc).

Application of T-pattern detection with Theme has recently been extended
to various new areas such as the analysis of the behavior of fetuses in the
uterus, health information, financial transactions, and sports. The same is
true for the search for T-patterns in DNA. Noticeably, a gene seems to be a
perfect case of a highly rigid T-pattern of patterns, for example, of exons with
the non-coding sections (called "introns") as the separating time intervals
within the gene pattern, which is repeated billions or even trill ions of times
with in each indiv idua l . (See notab ly a graph ical p resentat ion of DNA
structure in Griffiths & Gelbart, 1999, p. 33). The same would then be true for
the genome as a whole; a colossal T-pattern repeated a trillion times in each
human body. But possibly a T-packet with zones, associates and satellites
might be a better description?
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